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             Residential Solar 
Solution
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            Industrial Solar 
Solution
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             Commercial Solar Solution
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            Solar Kit Solution 
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             Rural Development Program

        

    







    

    


    
        
            
                WHY SOLAR

                Here are the reasons why you should chose helium solar

            

            
                If you own property, embracing solar energy is a strategic investment that can yield
                numerous benefits.
                This astute business decision is grounded in several compelling reasons
            

        


        
            
                      Cost
                Savings
            

            
                Investing in solar energy allows property owners to significantly reduce
                their electricity bills.
                By harnessing the power of the sun, you generate your electricity, leading to substantial long-term savings.
            


            
                      Return on
                Investment (ROI)
            

            
                Solar installations offer an attractive ROI. Over time, the initial
                investment pays off as you generate your
                electricity and, in some cases, even have the opportunity to sell excess energy back to the grid.
            


            
                     
                Environmental Responsibility
            

            
                Choosing solar power demonstrates your commitment to environmental
                sustainability. By reducing reliance on traditional
                energy sources, you contribute to the global effort to combat climate change and decrease carbon footprints.
            


            
                      Property
                Value Enhancement
            

            
                Properties equipped with solar installations often see an increase in
                market value. Many homebuyers and businesses
                value sustainable features, making solar panels an appealing addition that sets your property apart.
            


            
                     
                Government Incentives
            

            
                Governments around the world offer various incentives, tax credits, and
                rebates to encourage the adoption of solar energy.
                Taking advantage of these programs can further enhance the financial attractiveness of your investment.
            


            
                      Energy
                Independence
            

            
                Solar energy provides a degree of independence from fluctuations in
                traditional energy prices. With solar panels in place,
                you have a stable and predictable energy source, shielding you from the volatility of the energy market.
            


            
                      Corporate
                Social Responsibility (CSR)
            

            
                For businesses, integrating solar power aligns with corporate social
                responsibility goals. It sends a positive message to
                customers, employees, and stakeholders that your organization is actively contributing to a sustainable
                future.
            


            
                      Low
                Maintenance Costs
            

            
                Solar panels have minimal maintenance requirements. Once installed, they
                generally require little upkeep,
                making them a hassle-free, long-term solution for generating clean energy.
            


            
                     
                Innovative Brand Image
            

            
                Embracing solar energy positions you as an innovative and
                environmentally conscious property owner.
                This positive brand image can attract environmentally-minded tenants or customers.
            


            
                     
                Future-Proofing
            

            
                With the world's increasing focus on sustainable practices, investing
                in solar energy future-proofs
                your property. It positions you ahead of changing regulations and market preferences.
            

        

    





    
        Are You Interested?

        Own a solar rooftop in 5 simple steps!

    

    
        
            Step 1
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             Contact Us
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            Free Site Assesment
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             Customized Designed Development
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            Documentation Approval

        

        
            Step 5
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             Installation

        

    







    
        Why Us?

        A global leader in solar solutions
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             The One Stop Solar Solution for your requirmeent
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            Optimized design for your site
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             Finance Facility for our customers
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            Maximum generation with 25 years service support 

        


    






    WHAT WE OFFER

    We have solar solutions for your different needs
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                            Residential Solar For
                            Home, Villa &Housing Society
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                        Commercial Solar For Hospital, Colleges, Hotels & Commercial buildings
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                            Industrial Solar
                            Manufacturing/Food Processing etc
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                            Solar Aata Chakki, Solar Pump & Oil Expeller
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                            Solar Kit
                            1KW to 10KW Solar System
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                            O&M
                            Asset Management of Solar Plant
                        

                    

                

            


            
        

    









    

        
            Our Projects

            Here is the list of case studies and installed projects by us
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                                5MW Solar Plant Durg Chhatisgarh
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                                100MW Solar Plant NTPC BIlhaur
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                                150MW Solar plant NTPC Nokhra
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                                250KWp Solar Plant Motherson
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                                297KWp Solar Carport Plant
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                                450KWp Solar Plant Steel Plant_Murthal
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                                JSW _6MW Solar Plant

                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
        

    





    
        
            Helium Collatoral free loan in 3 steps

            Saving for you, clean power for your life Variety of Financing Options avialable with us 

            
                Apply Now
            

        

    

    
        
            
                Step 1
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                Submit Loan form

            

            
                Step 2
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                 Credit assesment & Site visit 

            

            
                Step 3
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                Loan Approved

            

        

    








    
        Renewable energy
 that benefits everyone

    

    
        
            
                Residential
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                Rural Agri Business
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            Our Happy Clients

            Our Satisfied Customers Says
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                        Rajesh S.

                        Homeowner - Noida, India

                        
                            "After extensive research, we chose Helium Solar for our rooftop solar
                            needs, and it's been a
                            game-changer! The system seamlessly blends with our home, and the energy savings are remarkable.
                            Helium
                            Solar's commitment to reliability and efficiency made the entire process hassle-free. I wholeheartedly
                            recommend them to anyone looking to harness solar power for their homes."
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                        Priya R.

                        Small Business Owner - Lucknow, India

                        
                            "As a small business owner, controlling operational costs is crucial.
                            Helium Solar delivered on their promise, providing us with a robust rooftop solar system that
                            significantly reduced our electricity bills. The team's expertise and attention to local regulations
                            made the installation process smooth. Choosing Helium Solar was a smart investment for the future of our
                            business."
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                        Arjun M.

                        Environmental Advocate - Delhi, India

                        
                            "I'm passionate about environmental sustainability, and Helium Solar helped
                            me turn my commitment into action. Their rooftop solar system not only generates clean energy but also
                            aligns with the green initiatives in our community. Helium Solar's understanding of the Indian solar
                            landscape and their advanced technology make them a standout choice for anyone looking to contribute to
                            a cleaner planet."
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                        Ananya G.

                        Tech Enthusiast - Lucknow, India

                        
                            "Helium Solar's rooftop solar system has brought innovation and efficiency
                            to our tech-savvy household. The smart features and user-friendly monitoring tools allow us to manage
                            our energy consumption effectively. The Helium Solar team's professionalism and in-depth knowledge of
                            the Indian solar market set them apart. I'm thrilled with the positive impact on our energy bills and
                            the environment!"
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                        Vikram P.

                        Eco-Friendly Homeowner - Delhi, India

                        
                            "Helium Solar has transformed our home into an eco-friendly haven. The
                            rooftop solar system they installed seamlessly integrates with our lifestyle, providing clean energy
                            while reducing our carbon footprint. Helium Solar's commitment to quality and their understanding of the
                            unique challenges in the Indian solar landscape make them the ideal choice for anyone looking to go
                            green."
                        


                    

                

            

            
                
            
            
                
            
        

    









    
        News And Updates

        

    










    

    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        Helium Solar

                        
                            At Helium Solar, we're the catalysts for a brighter, sustainable tomorrow. 
                            Based in Kanpur, we are a professional Solar EPC company passionate about 
                            empowering communities through clean energy solutions.
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                        Contact Us

                        
                            
                              
                                Helium Solar
                            
                                
                                16 Amritpuram, New Azad Nagar, Kanpur(U.P)
                            
                            sales@heliumsolar.in
                            8081743507
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